### Areas/Industries Available

- Veterinary Medicine
- Bioscience
- Forensic Science
- Toxicology
- Medicine/Healthcare
- Health Sciences
- Research and Development
- Weather Forecasting
- Air and Environmental Quality
- Atmospheric Instrumentation

### Job Titles

- Research Technician/Administrator
- Interdisciplinary Scientist
- Water Resource Engineer
- Quality Control Specialist

- Ecologist/Wild Life
- Environmental Forestry Technician
- Technical Writing
- Teacher

### Types of Employers

- Zoos/Wildlife Sanctuaries
- Forensic Laboratories
- Medical Examiners
- Rehabilitation Centers
- Mental Health Institutions
- Public Health Organizations
- Military Services
- Universities and Colleges
- NASA
- Renewable Energy Companies

### Advanced Degree Programs

- Professional Science Masters
  - Natural Science
  - Natural Resources
  - Environmental Science
  - Public Health
  - Medical
  - Dental

### Resources

**What Can I Do With This Major?**
- Learn more about the career paths in your major
  - [ow.ly/Xx4q30qFKf8](https://ow.ly/Xx4q30qFKf8)

**Occupational Outlook Handbook**
- Gives you great information about potential jobs; median salary, job growth outlook, education needed, and similar jobs
  - [ow.ly/m5ot30qY5B4](https://ow.ly/m5ot30qY5B4)

**Vault Guides**
- An extensive guide to the industry that includes background and descriptions of all different areas
  - [ow.ly/PDRL30qFKdP](https://ow.ly/PDRL30qFKdP)

**Career Profiles in Handshake**
- You can look into roles and find Q&A's and explore related roles
  - [ow.ly/2uxA30qFKci](https://ow.ly/2uxA30qFKci)

### Join Temple University Student Organizations

- **Biology Society (TUBS)**
  - [ow.ly/RU5m30qFKhq](https://ow.ly/RU5m30qFKhq)

- **Temple University Forensics Organization**
  - [ow.ly/AKui30qY5Cs](https://ow.ly/AKui30qY5Cs)

- **Alliance for Minority Participation in STEM (AMP-STEM)**
  - [ow.ly/3KhW30qY5Dv](https://ow.ly/3KhW30qY5Dv)

### Don’t Forget Jobs in Government

- Check out USAJOBS and state government websites for career opportunities!
  - [usajobs.gov](https://usajobs.gov)

### Things to Think About

- Seek laboratory experiences such as research projects, volunteering with professors, summer jobs, or internships
- Meet with a pre-health advisor periodically to discuss curricular decisions if planning to pursue graduate and professional programs in healthcare